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From the Founders desk 
The markets scaled new peaks this week with benchmark index Nifty 50 hovering 

at 11,278. The bank nifty also touched highest mark closing at 27,634. The midcaps 

and small caps also made sharp gains moving in the green last week ending 4.9% 

higher. From this bulletin onwards, we have decided to add top gainers and losers 

for the week.  

The gold and silver moved further in red zone by 0.48% and 0.21% respectively.   

The crude oil on the other hand remained flat after correcting sharply since last 

two weeks. Indian currency appreciated marginally last week closing at 68.655. 

The 10-year bond yields remained majorly flat for the week and retreated 

marginally by 0.08%. The interest rate stance of RBI needs to be looked out for 

considering its monitory policy committee meeting scheduled this week. 

In this week’s article we discuss on the second asset class i.e. Debt or Fixed 

income. The articles will provide information about the various products available 

for investment in this asset class. Stay tuned.  

We would request every reader to provide feedback on the improvements that 

can be done or the topics he/she feels that needs to be included. We will review 

the requirement from our side and then add in the bulletin. For any queries, please 

get in touch with us at Prathamesh@p3investmentsolutions.com. 

Happy reading.  

Thank You 

 

Prathamesh Pai Bir        

Founder-P3 Investment Solutions 
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Weekly Market Forecast: 30th July – 5th August 2018 

The Indians market scaled to a new all-time high in the week. The NIFTY closed at 

11278.35 (11020.20 last 

week) up in green by a 

strong 2.44%. The BANK 

NIFTY, also closed at life-

time high of 27634.40 

(26873.20 last week) and 

strengthened by 2.83%. 

Both BSE Midcap and 

Smallcap made sharp gains too. Midcap Index closed at 15912.62 (15170.14 last 

week) with a gain of 4.9%. 

BSE Smallcap index closed 

at 16450.20 (15683.40 last 

week) with a gain of 4.9%.  

The bullish trend continues 

of the broader market on 

a monthly basis. The 

market direction will 

continue to be driven by the first quarter results, as many companies will report 

their numbers. A caution is advised as the performance of manufacturing sector 

is expected to be weak. A watch on Indian macro data and global events is also 

crucial.  

The US bourses were volatile. It gained with data on GDP numbers, but technology 

stocks, especially Facebook, pulled the indices down. Dow Jones Industrial 

Average (DOW) closed at 25451.06 (25058.12 last week) up by strong 1.57%. S&P 

500 also closed in green at 2818.82 (2801.83 last week) up by 0.61%. However, 

NASDAQ ended in red for the week and closed at 7737.42 (7820.20 last week) 

down by a strong 2.79%.   

Both Gold and silver prices continued to trade lower. MCX Gold Mini futures 

closed at 29,805 (29,950 last week) down by 0.48%. MCX Silver Mini futures closed 

weaker, too, at 38,360 (38,442 last week) down by 0.21%.  

Crude oil ended flat, further to a sharp correction for last two weeks. MCX Crude 

oil futures closed at 4710 (4713 last week).   

The Indian Rupee appreciated marginally for the week. USD/INR closed higher at 

68.6550 compared to last week’s close of 68.7450.    
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Events in the week: 

• Monday 30 Jul –US data on Pending Home Sales 

• Tuesday 31 Jul – China data on Manufacturing PMI, Non-manufacturing PMI; 

India data on Fiscal deficit, Infrastructure Output; US data on Consumer 

Confidence, Employment Cost Index 

• Wednesday 01 Aug –India Decision on Interest Rate, CRR; OPEC Meeting; US 

data on Non-farm Employment Change, Manufacturing PMI, Crude oil 

inventories, FED Interest rate decision 

• Thursday 02 Aug – US data on Initial Jobless claims, Factory Orders 

• Friday 03 Aug –China data on Services PMI, India data on Bank Growth, 

Deposit/ Loan growth, Forex reserves, USD data on exports & Imports, 

Manufacturing & non-farm Payrolls, Unemployment Rate, Manufacturing & 

non-manufacturing PMI 

Trading Ideas: Based on technical analysis, we recommend the following trades 

for the week:  

1. Reliance Capital: Buy @ 404.60; StopLoss 398.60; Target 416.60 

2. India Cements: Buy @ 116.1; StopLoss 114.05; Target 120.20 

3. Tata Motors: Sell @ 273.25; StopLoss 277.65; Target 260.15 

Last week’s Technical Call: 

1. Godrej Consumer: Buy @ 1263.20; StopLoss 1248.85; Target 1292.05…did not 

reach the level 

2. Infosys: Buy @ 1321.30; StopLoss 1313.20; Target 1337.35…did not reach the 

level 

3. Motherson Sumi: Sell @ 308.9; StopLoss 313.85; Target 294.05…missed entry 

by 1.2 rupees, Target HIT 

Weekly Top Gainers/ Losers (NIFTY) 

 Top Gainers Top Losers 

Sl No. Name of 

Company 

Weekly 

Return 

Name of Company Weekly 

Return 

1 UPL 15.63% Baja Auto 5.38% 

2 ITC 10.42% Hero MotoCorp 5.12% 

3 ICICI Bank  10.31% Yes Bank 4.27% 

4 Indiabulls HF 9.93% HCL Tech 3.58% 

5 SBI 9.66% Wipro Ltd. 3.00% 
                 

    Credit- Dr Amiya Sahu 
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Bond market update 

 

Bond yields remained flat for this week too, it moved lower by less than 1 basis 

points (down by 0.08 %) during the week closing at 7.78%. 

RBI MPC meeting scheduled on 31st July-1st August, an important outcome of the 

meeting will be RBI stance on the interest rates. A rise in interest rates will push the 

bond prices lower and thus pushing the yields higher.  
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Investment Series 8: - Debt as an asset class 
In our earlier articles we had discussed about equity as an asset class, from now 

for few weeks we will be discussing on the second asset class which is “Debt” or 

“Fixed Income”.  Equity, as we know is about sharing the ownership of the 

enterprise which involves sharing the profits as well as losses made by the 

enterprise. But debt on the other hand as the word suggest is borrowing, here one 

doesn’t get a share of the ownership, here the investor offers loan to the 

enterprise/Govt/banks for which one earns interest, hence the word debt in this 

asset class. Also, as this asset provides investor with a fixed income in the form of 

interest the word fixed income is associated with it. This asset class carries lower 

risk then equity, simple reason being investor need not share the profits or losses. 

As this asset class involves borrowing by the enterprise/Govt/banks it is a liability 

for them, and any liability needs to be repaid first before benefits are passed to 

the shareholders. This can be simply explained with the fact that the profits 

generated by any organization are deducting the interest component on the 

borrowings, this ought to be paid first. Secondly, the volatility of the returns is very 

low as compared to that of equity and hence less chance of capital erosion. 

In this article we will start discussing on the various investment options available 

for investors and how to go about investing in them. As there are many investment 

products, each article will consist information on minimum two products. In todays 

article let us start with the basic investment products which most of us will be 

aware about. All of us must have heard about the products like Fixed deposit, 

recurring deposit, lets understand something about them. 

Fixed deposit 

This instrument is offered predominantly by banks, but NBFC and companies also 

offer fixed deposits. This instrument offers fixed/guaranteed interest on the 

principal invested. Fixed deposits are loan given to an entity for its 

operation/expansion. Fixed deposit involves investing money in lumpsum and 

onetime for a duration selected, the money is received along with the interest 

one the deposit matures. The interest rate once defined, does not change till the 

maturity of the deposit. 

Bank fixed deposits 

The duration for fixed deposits range from 7 days to 10 years incase of banks. In 

order to open a fixed deposit, one has to normally have a savings bank account 

with the bank. Fixed deposits can be short-closed prematurely before the maturity 

but at a cost, banks normally deduct a penalty of approx. 0.5% to 1% from the 
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interest. Banks offer higher interest rates for senior citizen (above 60 years) then 

others.  Bank deposits do not have a rating, but riskiness can be compared only 

on the interest offered by them. So, a FD offering high interest will generally be 

riskier than the one with lower interest. By riskiness here I mean default risk. Banks 

borrow from retail investors in the form of FDs and then lend this money to 

corporate/retail clients. Risky loans have high interest rates as compared to the 

low risky ones, thus interest rates on FDs are based on the riskiness of these loans 

for which the funds will be used for. Now we can understand why some banks 

provide higher interest rates on fixed deposits as compared to others. Although 

most of us of are of the opinion that FDs are least risky, but one important point to 

keep in mind is bank fixed deposits are secured by Reserve Bank of India up 

to Rs. 1 lakh, which means that each depositor will get this sum if a bank goes 

bankrupt or does not pay back one's money. 

Normally fixed deposits do not provide any tax benefit unless one invests 

specifically in tax saving deposits which have a lock in period of 5 years. This FDs 

with lock in period cannot be short closed till the lock in period is completed. One 

key point to note that whether you do a tax saving FD or a normal FD, the interest 

accrued is taxable.  

In order to invest in a fixed deposit, one needs to approach the bank and fill the 

FD opening form. The form along with the amount needs to be handed over to 

the bank for opening the deposit account. Once the maturity is completed, the 

investor can extend the period, if the period is not extended then the matured 

amount is credited to the savings bank account. One can also open a FD with no 

paperwork through net banking channel. 

Corporate fixed deposits 

The duration of this fixed deposits ranges from 6 months-3 year. Corporate fixed 

deposits provide better returns than bank fixed deposits. Unlike banks, the FDs 

here can be analyzed based on their credit rating. Higher the rating, less risky is 

the investment. The risk as we have discussed above is not interest rate risk, but 

the default risk. The credit rating classifies the companies based on their default 

risk. AAA is the highest rating which can be achieved.  A better rating one will 

give a lower return as compared to a lower rated one. Like bank FDs, corporate 

FDs also allow premature closure but with restriction like minimum lock in period 

of upto 6 months, penalty on premature closure.  

In order to invest in corporate fixed deposit, one will have to get in touch with a 

broker. Most of the brokers have their online platforms from where one can invest 

https://www.ndtv.com/business/earn-fixed-deposit-fd-interest-rates-on-sbi-state-bank-of-india-savings-account-icici-bank-hdfc-bank-1866914
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in FDs once you have opened a demat/trading account with them. Before you 

start investing as we have seen in equity asset class the investor will need to 

comply with KYC. 

Table below shows a crisp comparison between Bank and Corporate fixed 

deposits. 

Table: - Comparison between BFD and CFD 

 Bank fixed deposits Corporate fixed deposits 

Offered by Bank Corporate Company 

Rate of interest Average High 

Tenure period 
Ranges from months to 

years 
6 months to 3 years 

Risk involved Low High 

Medium of investment Certificate of deposit Certificate of deposit 

 

Recurring Deposit 

Recurring deposit unlike fixed deposits involves investing on regular basis. This 

product is offered by the banks. The minimum duration is 6 months to a max of 10 

years. One can choose to start a RD with Min Rs 10, the investment is made on a 

monthly basis till the time of maturity. The interest here is similar to a fixed deposit, 

but since the investment is on monthly basis as compared to a FD the absolute 

returns will be lower. This mode of investment creates a discipline of investing as 

there is a periodic outflow of cash from SB account to investment. 

Like FD, RD also can be prematurely closed but with deduction of penalty by the 

banks. Important thing to note that the RD will mature one month after the 

deduction of the last installment. An Investor needs to pay tax from the returns 

earned out of the RD.  

Some banks offer flexi RD where the amount of investment can be varied on 

monthly basis. The core amount is fixed and then one can invest in multiples of 

the core amount as per his requirement. This facility allows to invest more when a 

higher surplus is available with the investor. 

In order to invest in a recurring deposit, one needs to approach the bank and fill 

the deposit opening form. The amount gets deducted automatically from the 

savings bank account on monthly basis till the maturity. Once matured the 

amount will automatically get credited in the savings bank account. One can 

also open a RD with no paperwork through net banking channel.  
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Disclaimer 
We would like to inform our audience that the view on the market is purely a view 

from our firm perspective and not a guarantee of any sought in generating 

wealth. The trading tips recommended are purely a view point and there is no 

assurance or guarantee of return is provided on the same. Hence all the readers 

are requested to apply their prudence and judge accordingly before acting on 

any of the recommendations provided on this site or any other mode or platform 

provided by the company. Neither, P3 Investment Solutions nor any of its 

Founders, Advisors, or employees holds any kind of responsibility for any loss 

incurred (if any), by acting as per the recommendations provided. 

Investment in Share Market has its own risks. Sincere efforts have been made to 

present the good investment perspective. The information contained herein is 

based on analysis and on sources that we consider reliable. We, however, do not 

vouch for the accuracy or the completeness thereof. This material is for personal 

information and we are not responsible for any loss incurred (if any), due to it & 

take no responsibility whatsoever for any financial profits or loss which may arise 

from the recommendations above. 

Investments or trading in any of the security markets is subject to market risks and 

there is no assurance or guarantee. Investment or trading in any security or capital 

market involves certain risk such as varying trading volume, settlement risk, 

liquidity risk, default risk, general market risks which leads to possible erosion of 

capital. 

All Recommendation is purely based on technical analysis. Which is depends on 

market participations. We not only try to maintain our accuracy but constantly try 

to enhance it to the best of our ability, but we never provide any kind of 

assurances on the return or guarantee over accuracy of any services. Neither, P3 

Investment Solutions nor any of its representatives cannot provide any surety 

about the accuracy of any services because of the nature of the stock market 

comprising of many risks already stated above. 

 


